The flavor changing top quark decays t → cV (V = Z, γ, g) induced by R-parity-violating couplings in the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) are evaluated. We find that the decays t → cV can be significantly enhanced relative to those in the R-parity conserving SUSY model. Our results show that the top quark FCNC decay can be as large as Br(t → cg) ∼ 10 −3 , Br(t → cZ) ∼ 10 −4 and Br(t → cγ) ∼ 10 −5 , which are observable at the upgraded Tevatron and the LHC.
The unexpected large mass of the top quark suggest that it may be more sensitive to new physics than other fermions. In the standard model (SM) the flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) decays of the top quark, t → cV , suppressed by GIM, are found to be far below the detectable levels at current and future colliders [1, 2] . So, searching for such FCNC top decays serves as a powerful probe to effects of new physics, which has attracted attentions of both theorists and experimentalists.
On the experimental side, the CDF [3, 4] and D0 [5] collaborations have reported interesting bounds on these decays [4] . Undoubtedly more stringent bounds will be obtained in the future at the Tevatron upgrade and the LHC. On the theoretical side, a systematic study of the experimental observability for these FCNC top quark decays at the Tevatron and the LHC has been undertaken [6, 7] . The results show that the sensitivity on detecting Br(t → cV ) is significant [6, 7] :
Br(t → cg) ≃ 5 × 10 −3 (1 × 10 −3 ),
at the upgraded Tevatron with an integrated luminosity of 10 (100) fb −1 , and improve several fold,
Br(t → cγ) ≃ 2 × 10 −5 (5 × 10 −6 ).
at the LHC with similar integrated luminosities. Despite the interesting experimental possibility indicating in Eqs. (1)- (5), there is so far lacking the demonstration in the minimal supersymmetric model (MSSM), an attractive candidate for physics beyond the standard model, that such limits can be realized. In MSSM with R-parity, the predictions for branching ratios of these FCNC top quark decays were found to be below the above listed detectable levels [8] . In this paper we will show that in the case of R-parity violating MSSM [9, 10] with the existing bounds on the R-parity violating couplings, Br(t → cV ) can reach the detectable level at the upgraded Tevatron and the LHC.
While this is an interesting possibility in its own right, the recent anomalous events at HERA provide an additional motivation for the study of the R-parity violating SUSY. The recent HERA data, which showed excess events in deep-inelastic positron-proton scattering at high-Q 2 and high x in apparent conflict with the Standard Model predictions [11] , have been interpreted as evidence of R-parity breaking SUSY [12] . Hence the examination of effects of R-parity breaking in other processes are desirable.
In MSSM the superpotential with R-parity violating is given by [10] 
where [13] . Constraints on these couplings have also been obtained from various other processes including perturbative unitarity [14, 15] , n −n oscillation [15, 16] , ν e -Majorana mass [17] , neutrino-less double β decay [18] , charged current universality [19] , e − µ − τ universality [19] , ν µ − e scattering [19] , atomic parity violation [19] , ν µ deep-inelastic scattering [19] , K-decay [20, 21] , τ -decay [22] , D-decay [22] , B-decay [23] [24] [25] and Z-decay at LEP I [26, 27] .
Although it is theoretically possible to have B-violating and L-violating terms in the Lagrangian, the non-observation of proton decay imposes very stringent conditions on their simultaneous presence [15] . We, therefore, assume the existence of either L-violating couplings or B-violating couplings, and investigate separately their effects in top quark decays.
The FCNC decays t → cV can be induced by either the λ ′ or λ ′′ couplings at the one loop level. In terms of the four-component Dirac notation, the Lagrangian of the L-violating λ ′ couplings and B-violating λ ′′ couplings are given by
The terms proportional to λ are not relevant to our discussion and will not be considered here.
L-violating Couplings:
Let us first consider t → cV induced by L-violating couplings.
The relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig.1 . They give rise to effective tcV vertices of the form
where
(1 ± γ 5 ) and k is the momentum of the vector boson.
The form factors are given by
where the sum over the family indices i (= 1, 2, 3) and k (= 1, 2, 3) is implied. The momenta p t and p c are that of the top and the charm quarks. The functions B 1 , and c ij are 2-and 3-point Feynman integrals given in [28] . The functional dependences of the c ′ ij s are indicated in the bracket following them. M V stands for the vector boson mass; V = Z, γ, g. The constant
, e d (−1), 1(0) for the Z boson, photon and gluon, respectively. The vector and axial-vector couplings a f and v f (f = c, d, e) are given by
where e f is the electric charge of the fermion f in unit of e and I 
Note that the Feynman integrals B 1 and c 24 contain ultraviolet divergencies, i.e.,
whereB 1 andc 24 are finite, and ∆ ≡ 1 ǫ
− γ E + log 4π, with γ E being the Euler constant and D = 4 − 2ǫ the space-time dimension. We have checked that all the ultraviolet divergencies cancelled in the form factors as a result of renormalizability of the theory.
The partial widths for t → cV are given by
where we neglected the charm quark mass. The branching ratios Br(t → cV ) are defined as
where 
where the form factors are given by 
The first set of constraints Eq.(38) come from the decay K → πνν with FCNC processes in the down quark sector [20] ; the second and fourth set, Eqs. (39) and (41), from the semileptonic decays of the B-meson [25] ; the third constraint, Eq.(40), from the Majorana mass of the electron type neutrino [17] ; and the last set, Eq.(42), from the leptonic decay modes of the Z [26] .
There are also the following constraints on the products of the λ ′ couplings
where the first set of constraints Eq.(43) are derived in Ref. [25] and the others derived in Ref.
[21].
Using the upper limits of the relevant L-violating couplings, we find the maximum values of the branching fractions to be
Thus the contributions of the L-violating couplings to t → cV are too small to be detected at both the Tevatron and LHC.
With the B-violating couplings, λ ′′ , the top rare decay rates can be drastically enhanced. Regarding the bounds of the relevant B-violating couplings the perturbative unitarity gives [14, 15] 
The upper bounds for λ ′′ 3jk have also been derived from R l ≡ Γ h /Γ l [27] . For squark mass of 100 GeV, R l yields an upper bound of 1.46 and 1.83 at 2σ and 3σ, respectively.
There is an additional constraint on λ ′′ 3jk from the exotic top quark decay t →d j L +d k R for squark mass lighter than that of the top quark. For the top mass of 175 GeV, we obtain 
for squark mass no greater than 170 GeV. We conclude from eqs. 
can be obtained. In Fig.4 we plot Λ ′′ versus the degenerate squark mass. The solid, dashed and dotted lines correspond to Br(t → cg) = 1×10 
